
SMALL GROUP GUIDE

LESSON 3

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1.    In Exodus 3:7, God saw what the Israelites were 
 going through, but did not take action until they 
 cried out to Him.  Why is it important to God for 
 us to verbalize our situation to Him even though 
 He already knows and sees it?
2.    If God desires to be a part of your life in a personal 
 way, then why do we tend to focus on the remedy
  or comfort of the situation instead of just 
 communicating to God because we love Him?  
 Is God just a genie?
3.    Which is more important, God receiving glory or the 
 remedy of your situation?  If God receiving glory is 
 more important than your situation, how does that 
 change your prayers to Him?
4.    Which do you think is more important to God: what 
 we say in our prayer or how we say our prayer? 
  Why?
5.    Is there an example in your life when you had been
 praying about something and God was already 
 working things out, but you did not �nd out or 
 �gure it out until later?  Tell us!

6.    APPLICATION: What is one thing you can take away 
 from today’s lesson that can be applied this week? 
 Please explain.
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SMALL GROUP PRAYER SUGGESTIONS:
1.  Be speci�c when you pray.
2.  Tell God everything, emotions, frustrations, the 
 good, the bad and the ugly.
3.  Focus on who God is, His characteristics and 
 attributes, not just for Him to “�x” a
 situation.


